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Highlights 

1. Trigeminal nerve direct current stimulation (TN-DCS) boosts hippocampal spike rates 

2. TN-DCS alters spike-field coherence in theta and gamma bands across the hippocampus. 

3. Blockade experiments indicate that TN-DCS modulated hippocampal activity via the LC-

noradrenergic pathway. 

4. TN-DCS emerges as a potential tool for memory manipulation. 
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Figure Graphic Abstract 

Abstract 
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a noninvasive neuromodulation method that can 

modulate many brain functions including learning and memory. Recent evidence suggests that tDCS 

memory effects may be caused by co-stimulation of scalp nerves such as the trigeminal nerve (TN), 

and not the electric field in the brain. The TN gives input to brainstem nuclei, including the locus 

coeruleus that controls noradrenaline release across brain regions , including hippocampus.  However, 

the effects of TN direct current stimulation (TN-DCS) are currently not well understood. In this study 

we hypothesized that TN-DCS manipulates hippocampal activity via an LC-noradrenergic bottom-up 

pathway. We recorded neural activity in rat hippocampus using multichannel silicon probes. We 

applied 3 minutes of 0.25 mA or 1 mA TN-DCS, monitored hippocampal activity for up to 1 hour and 

calculated spikes-rate and spike-field coherence metrics.  Subcutaneous injections of xylocaine were 

used to block TN and intraperitoneal injection of clonidine to block the LC pathway. We found that 1 

mA TN-DCS caused a significant increase in hippocampal spike-rate lasting 45 minutes in addition to 

significant changes in spike-field coherence, while 0.25 mA TN-DCS did not. TN blockage prevented 

spike-rate increases, confirming effects were not caused by the electric field in the brain. When 1 mA 

TN-DCS was delivered during clonidine blockage no increase in spike-rate was observed, suggesting an 

important role for the  LC-noradrenergic pathway. These results provide a neural basis to support a 

tDCS TN co-stimulation mechanism. TN-DCS emerges as an important tool to potentially modulate 

learning and memory. 
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Introduction 
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a popular noninvasive brain stimulation method that 

has been used to modulate a wide range of brain functions in both healthy volunteers and patients [1–

3]. In healthy volunteers tDCS has been shown to modulate motor memory [4], working memory [5] 

and re-consolidation of long-term memory [6]. While in Alzheimer’s disease tDCS can improve both 

recognition memory [7] and cognitive function [8].  tDCS works by passing an electrical current of 1-2 

mA through scalp electrodes to create a weak electric field in the brain of typically less than 1 V/m [9–

11]. The electric field in the brain polarizes the membrane potential in cortical neurons, that in turn 

modulates their excitability [12]. This effect on cortical regions may propagate via a top-down pathway 

to other interconnected brain regions such as the hippocampus, influencing functional networks, and 

synchronization between these regions [13].  This direct mechanism is generally assumed to underly 

the observed tDCS effects. However, the precise tDCS mechanism (or more likely mechanisms) remains 

poorly understood and is still the subject of ongoing research and debate within the field [14]. 

 

A number of recent studies have put forward a different hypothesis of how tDCS may work [15–17]. In 

addition to the weak electric field in the brain, tDCS also generates a stronger electric field in the scalp 

of up to 20 V/m [18, 19]. This field is strong enough to stimulate cranial and cervical nerves [20] in the 

scalp such as the greater occipital and trigeminal nerves. Both the trigeminal and occipital nerves give 

direct input to the tactile circuit (e.g. thalamus and somatosensory cortex [21]) which accounts for the 

tingling and itching sensations reported by tDCS subjects [22]. Furthermore, these nerves give input to 

a series of brain-stem nuclei including the solitary tract nucleus and the locus coeruleus (LC) [23]. The 

LC is the key nucleus in the noradrenergic system which projects to many different brain regions, 

including strong projections to the hippocampus [24, 25]. This noradrenergic mediated LC-

hippocampus connection can regulate neural activity, effect neural plasticity [26] and modulate 

memory performance [27]. Recent evidence found that noradrenergic fibers originating from the LC 

were the main source of neurotransmitter acting on dopaminergic receptors in the dorsal 

hippocampus [28, 29] - termed the LC-dopaminergic pathway. Noradrenergic stimulation/suppression 

causes a parallel change in concentration of both noradrenaline and dopamine [30]. Thus, there is a 

bottom-up pathway from the tDCS site on the scalp, via the trigeminal and occipital nerves, to the LC-

noradrenergic system and then the hippocampus. This bottom-up pathway could account for some  

tDCS-memory effects [15]. However, the potential contribution of a tDCS bottom-up pathway has only 

recently begun to be investigated.  

 

A study by Vanneste et al in [17] was the first to show that tDCS effects on memory may be caused by 

indirect stimulation of the greater occipital nerve. A series of studies in both healthy volunteers and 

rats indicated that these effects were mediated via the LC-noradrenergic system. A follow-up 

randomized controlled clinical trial from the same group suggested that DC stimulation of the greater 

occipital nerve could boost associative memory in older adults[31]. In a final study the same group 

showed that DC stimulation of the greater occipital nerve can boost long-term memory retention and 

presented evidence suggesting this effect was mediated via a greater occipital nerve LC-dopaminergic 

pathway to the hippocampus [32]. 

Theta and gamma oscillations are known to play a central role in hippocampal memory formation [33]. 

Of particular importance for memory circuits is the coherence between individual neurons (spikes) and 

the specific local field potential oscillation (LFP) [34, 35]. Higher spike-field coherence (SFC) suggests 

that the neurons are firing more consistently and precisely in relation to the ongoing oscillation, usually 

in the theta (4-8 Hz) or gamma (30-100 Hz) frequency range. In the context of memory and learning, 
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increased SFC is associated with improved neural communication and more effective neural coding [35, 

36] which plays a crucial role in memory and cognition [37]. Importantly, dopamine and noradrenaline 

concentrations are associated with changes in hippocampal excitability and SFC [38–40]  

In the most standard tDCS montage the cathode is placed in a supraorbital position while the anode is 

placed above the motor cortex [3]. This montage stimulates both the trigeminal and the greater 

occipital nerves. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that stimulation of the trigeminal nerve with 

direct current (TN-DCS) would alter neural hippocampal activity. Our results showed that TN-DCS in 

the rat significantly increased neural activity in the hippocampus with effects lasting up to 45 minutes. 

Blocker experiments indicated these effects were caused by LC-noradrenergic pathway activated via 

TN stimulation. Additionally, TN-DCS significantly altered theta and gamma band SFC in the 

hippocampus.  

 

Material and methods 
Animals 

7 male Sprague-Dawley rats (250-400 grams, Charles-river laboratories) were housed in a  colony (19°C, 

14/10-hour light/dark cycle) and had unrestricted access to food and water. All procedures were 

approved by the KU Leuven ethics committee for laboratory experimentation (P072/2020). 

Surgery and preparation 

Rats were anesthetized (intraperitoneal urethane, 10 mg/mL, Sigmaaldrich, USA) and placed in a 

stereotaxic frame (Narishige type SR-6, No. 7905), and their core temperature monitored via a metal 

rectal probe. Anesthesia level was routinely monitored using the toe-pinch reflex. We exposed the 

skull and corrected the stereotaxic positioning by ensuring the dorso-ventral offset between bregma 

and lambda did not exceed 0.2 micrometers. We then drilled a burr hole (US#4 HP-014 drill bit, 

Meissinger, Germany) relative to bregma at 3.45mm AP, 2.35mm ML to target the right dorsal 

hippocampus.  

Electrophysiological recording setup 

For electrophysiology recordings we used a one column, 32-channel single probe spanning 1550 μm 

(E32+R-50-S1M-L20 NT, Atlas Neuro, Leuven, Belgium) with a pointy tip. Signals from the probe were 

amplified (×192), bandpass filtered (0.1 Hz to 7.9  kHz), and digitized (16 bit, 30 kHz) using an RHD 32 

Intan head-stage  (Intan Technologies, Los Angeles, CA) and an Open-Ephys acquisition board 

(www.open-ephys.org). The digitized signals were visualized and stored on a PC hard-drive using the 

Open-Ephys GUI v0.6.4. The probe was inserted into the hippocampus through the craniotomy and 

spanned 3400 (deepest) to 1850 μm (uppermost electrode). Based on depth, multi-unit activity and 

the Paxinos atlas [41] we assigned putative hippocampal layers (CA1, DG, CA3) to different electrode 

channels (Fig. 1).   

Electrical stimulation setup 

To deliver TN-DCS a rectangular metal electrode (1cm2) was coated in gel (Signa Gel, Parker Labs, New 

Jersey) and attached to the lower jaw to target the marginal branch of trigeminal nerve. The return 

electrode (1cm2) was also coated with gel and attached to the proximal part of the tail. The jaw 

electrode was connected to the positive terminal of a current source (AM 2200 analog stimulus isolator, 

A-M  Systems, Sequim, WA) and the tail electrode was connected to the negative terminal. The current 

source was controlled via an analog voltage waveform generated through an output channel on a data 
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acquisition card (NI USB-6216, National Instruments, Austin, TX) at a sampling rate of 100 kHz. The 

data acquisition card was connected to a standard PC and controlled via custom MATLAB software. 

Experimental protocol 

Neural activity was recorded in 9-minute blocks consisting of a 3-minute pre-stimualtion, a 3-minute 

during and a 3-minute post-stimulation condition. During stimulation we applied DC at either 0.25 mA 

or 1 mA. To monitor long-term effects, after the 9-minute recording a 3-minute block of neural activity 

was recorded every 15 minutes for up to 1 hour.   

Blockade experiments 

We performed two blockade experiments. The experimental protocol described above was repeated 

with one difference: In blockade experiment 1 (n = 2 rats), 10 minutes prior to the start of the 

experimental protocol, we subcutaneous injected xylocaine (1.0ml, 2% solution) to block the same 

marginal branch of the trigeminal nerve. In blockage experiment 2 (n = 5 rats), 15 minutes prior to the 

start of the experimental protocol we gave intraperitoneal clonidine  (0.05 mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, USA) 

which inhibits LC activity [42]. In both blockage experiments, we stimulated for 3-minutes at 1 mA.  

Histology 

After recording, 5 seconds of 30μA DC was passed through the deepest electrode  as well as the most 

superficial electrode. This procedure effectively marked the track of the silicon probe. We then 

performed a transcardial perfusion (4 % paraformaldehyde VWR Chemicals)  where the brain was 

extracted, fixed in 4% PFA for 24 hours, and embedded in paraffin. We then sliced the brain into 10-

μm slices and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. 

Extracting single units 

We performed spike sorting using SpykingCircus (https://github.com/spyking-circus/spyking-circus ) 

[43]. Spyking Circus took in the raw 32-channel recordings and via a series of automated steps 

clustered neural activity into putative single-unit data. We then performed manual curation using Phy 

viewer (https://github.com/cortex-lab/phy ). We then extracted spike-times from only well isolated 

single-units and calculated spike-rates per condition (pre, during and post). 

Spike train thinning 

Spike train and LFP data were down sampled to 1000 Hz. The spike-field coherence and spike triggered 

average metrics are sensitive to spike rate [44]. Therefore, to avoid bias we performed spike thinning 

[44] by randomly removing spikes until the spike rate of all stimulation conditions (pre, during and post) 

matched the spike rate of the condition with the lowest spike rate at the beginning of the thinning 

procedure.  

Spike triggered average analysis 

For each single-unit the spike-triggered average (STA) between that single-unit and the LFP on all 32 

electrodes, for each stimulation condition (pre, during and post), was calculated as follows,  

𝑆𝑇𝐴(𝜏) =
1

𝑁
 ∫ 𝑋(𝑡 + 𝜏)𝑌(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 

where X was the timeseries of LFP on the electrode in question, Y was the spike train timeseries 

represented as a sum of Dirac delta functions, τ was the time window within which STA was assessed 

and was set to ±1000ms, t was time and N was the number of samples. The power spectrum of the 
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STA was then extracted and finally the STA power in the theta (4-8Hz) and gamma (30-80Hz) bands 

were calculated. 

Spike-field coherence analysis 

For each single-unit the spike-field coherence (SFC) between that single-unit and the LFP on all 32 

electrodes, for each stimulation condition (pre, during and post), was calculated as follows,  

𝑆𝐹𝐶(𝑓) =  |
𝑆𝑥𝑦(𝑓)

√𝑆𝑥𝑥(𝑓)𝑆𝑦𝑦(𝑓)
| 

where Sxx was the power spectral density of the LFP on the electrode in question, Syy was the power 

spectral density of the spike train, and Sxy was the cross-power spectral density between the sike-train 

and the LFP. Finally, the coherence in the theta (4-8Hz) and gamma (30-80Hz) bands were calculated. 

 

Statistics 

The effect of TN-DCS amplitude (0.25 mA and 1 mA) and stimulation condition (pre, during and post) 

on spike-rate was analyzed using a linear mixed model with neuron number and rat as random effects 

and amplitude and stimulation condition as fixed effects [45], (MATLAB, fitlme.m, model syntax 

Wilkinson notation: Spike-rate ~ Amplitude*Condition +Amplitude + Condition + (1|Neuron) + (1|Rat)). 

All linear mixed model fits were verified by checking the normality of the residuals. Full linear model 

tables are reported in supplementary. ANOVA was then performed on the model output to test the 

significance of the fixed effects and their interactions. ANOVA F-statistics and p-values for the fixed 

effects and interactions are reported under Results. The number of post-hoc test comparisons was 3: 

pre-during, during-post and pre-post.  

The effect of 1mA TN-DCS on spike rate over longer time conditions (pre, dur, post, post15, post30, 

post45 and post60 mins) was analyzed using a linear mixed model (Spike-rate ~ conditions + (1|Neuron) 

+ (1|Rat)). ANOVA was then performed on the model output to test the significance of the fixed effect. 

The number of post-hoc test comparisons was 21 (i.e. all possible comparisons for the 7 different 

conditions). 

To test the effect of 1 mA TN-DCS on a range of synchronization metrics different linear mixed models 

were used. In each case the stimulation condition (pre, during or post) was set as a fixed effect and 

neuron number and rat as random effects (Synchronization Metric ~ Condition + (1|Neuron) + (1|Rat)). 

The synchronization metric was then set as either: STA power theta band, STA power gamma band, 

SFC theta band or SFC gamma band. ANOVA was performed on the model output to test the 

significance of the fixed effects. The number of post-hoc test comparisons was 3: pre-during, during-

post and pre-post.  

Post-hoc testing was conducted using the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank. All reported p-values were 

Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons using the number of test comparisons stated above. 

Alpha of all tests was set to 0.05 and effect sizes are reported as Cohen’s d [46]. 
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Result  
Effect of TN-DCS on hippocampal spike-rate 

Fig. 1A shows an example of how the peaks in the multi-unit activity typically matched with layered 

structure of the hippocampus. On the basis of this multi-unit activity pattern, combined with recording 

depth and histology we putatively assigned each single-unit (after spike-sorting) to a specific 

hippocampal layer. The right panel on Fig. 1A shows the spike-rate over time for two single-units, 

putatively assigned to DG and CA1. In this example, the two single-units exhibited different spike-rate 

effects during TN-DCS. In Fig. 1B the left two panels show spike-rate over time averaged across all 

single-units during 0.25 (n = 87) and 1 mA (n = 100) TN-DCS. The middle panels show the spike-rate in 

the three conditions (pre, during, post) for each single-unit for 0.25 and 1 mA. An ANOVA of the linear 

mixed model fit to this data showed that spike-rate was significantly affected by TN-DCS amplitude 

(FStat= 5.93, p= 0.015). Stimulation condition (pre, during, post) alone was not a significant fixed effect 

(FStat= 1.12, p= 0.326), but there was a significant interaction between TN-DCS amplitude and 

stimulation condition (FStat= 3.31, p= 0.037).There were no significant differences between the pre, 

during and post intercepts. The post condition slope was significantly different from zero, the slopes 

between post and pre were significantly different and the slopes between post and during were not 

significantly different (full model details are provided in Supplementary). For the 1 mA TN-DCS data, 

post-hoc testing (Wilcoxon signed-rank) showed that  spike-rate in the during condition was 

significantly higher than in the pre-condition  (z=3.06, p=0.007, Cohen’s d=0.12), post spike-rate was 

significantly higher than the pre (z=4.61, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.13) but during and post spike-rates 

were not significantly different (z=1.48, p=0.417, Cohen’s d=0.02). The right panels in Fig. 1B show that 

for 1 mA TN-DCS the during condition (y-axis) tended to have higher spike-rates than the pre-condition. 

This was not the case for 0.25 mA TN-DCS. 

Fig. 1C shows the same analysis but now repeated with the neurons divided into putative groups of 

CA1 (0.25 mA n=23, 1 mA n=29), CA3 (0.25 mA n=24, 1 mA n=24) and DG (0.25 mA n=40, 1 mA n=47) 

neurons. For CA1 neurons, ANOVA of the linear mixed model showed that spike-rate was significantly 

affected by TN-DCS amplitude (FStat= 6.86, p= 0.001). Stimulation condition alone was not significant 

(FStat= 1.91, p= 0.307), but there was a significant interaction between TN-DCS amplitude and 

stimulation condition (FStat= 3.13, p= 0.048). For CA3 neurons, ANOVA of the linear mixed model 

showed that spike-rate was significantly affected by TN-DCS amplitude (FStat= 5.88, p= 0.016) but 

neither stimulation condition (FStat= 0.12, p= 0.879) nor the interaction between TN-DCS amplitude 

and stimulation condition (FStat= 1.23, p= 0297) were significant. For DG neurons none of the fixed 

effects were significant (amplitude FStat= 0.25, p= 0.616; condition FStat= 0.26, p= 0.772; interaction 

FStat= 0.39, p= 0.675). Post-hoc testing (Wilcoxon signed-rank) for the 1 mA CA1 and the 1 mA CA3 

data was performed. For CA1 neurons at 1 mA TN-DCS, spike-rate in the during condition was 

significantly higher than in the pre-condition (z=3.17, p=0.028, Cohen’s d=0.24); post spike-rate was 

significantly higher than the pre (z=2.99, p=0.010, Cohen’s d=0.19) but the during spike-rate was not 

significantly different from the post (CA1 z=0.76, p=1.328, Cohen’s d=0.05). For CA3 neurons at 1 mA 

TN-DCS post spike-rate was significantly higher than the pre (z=2.48, p=0.039, Cohen’s d=0.15). 

However, spike-rate in the during condition was not different from the pre (z=1.05, p=0.874, Cohen’s 

d=0.05) nor post conditions (CA1 z=1.80, p=0.215, Cohen’s d=0.09). 
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Xylocaine and clonidine blockage experiments 

To test whether the observed effects were directly caused by TN stimulation or indirectly through 

volume conduction of the DC stimulation to the hippocampus we used subcutaneous injections of 

xylocaine to block the TN. We tested whether TN-DCS effects were caused by TN or through volume 

conduction by blocking the nerve using xylocaine. We then applied the same 1mA TN-DCS protocol. 

Results are shown in Fig. 2, left column (n=2 rats, n=39 neurons). ANOVA of the linear mixed model fit 

(full results in Supplementary) showed no effect of stimulation condition on spike-rate after TN 

blockage (FStat=0.18, p=0.834), indicating that TN-DCS effects on hippocampal spike-rate (shown in 

Fig. 1) can be directly attributed to TN activation.  

In a separate experiment we tested whether TN-DCS effects were mediated through the LC-

noradrenergic system by injecting clonidine to suppress LC activity [47, 48]. The results are shown in 

Fig. 2, right column (n=5 rats, n=48 neurons). ANOVA of the linear mixed model fit (full results in 

Supplementary) showed no effect of stimulation condition on spike-rate after clonidine injection 

(FStat=0.10, p=0.904), indicating that TN-DCS effects on hippocampal spike-rate (shown in Fig. 1) may 

be caused by an LC-noradrenergic pathway activation.  

 

TN-DCS causes prolonged increase in hippocampal spike rate  

Hippocampal spike-rate increases outlasted the during-stimulation condition. Therefore, in a follow-

up experiment we tracked spike-rate over a period of 1 hour. Fig. 3 shows the spike-rate for data 

recorded in n=88 neurons, n=5 rats. ANOVA of the linear mixed model fit (full results in Supplementary) 

showed a significant effect of condition (FStat=3.16, p=0.004).  Post-hoc testing (Wilcoxon signed-rank) 

showed that  spike-rates between the following conditions were significantly different: pre and post 

(z=4.27, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.11); pre and post15 (z=3.97, p=0.002, Cohen’s d=0.19); dur and post15 

(z=3.27, p=0.023, Cohen’s d=0.12); post15 and post45 (z=-3.53, p=0.009, Cohen’s d=-0.17); post15 and 

post60 (-z=3.68, p=0.005, Cohen’s d=-0.28); post30 and post60 (z=-3.34, p=0.017, Cohen’s d=-0.22); 

post45 and post60 (z=-3.22, p=0.027, Cohen’s d=-0.12). All other comparisons were not significantly 

different.  

 

TN-DCS affects both STA and SFC  

Fig. 4A shows the STA and SFC for an individual putative CA3 neuron at -3500 µm depth. The two left 

most panels shows the STA and the SFC computed between this neuron and the LFP recorded on the 

same electrode (i.e. LFP depth was also -3500 µm). The two right most panels of Fig.4A shows the STA 

and SFC computed between this neuron and the LFP at a different depth (in this case -2950 µm). STA 

and SFC for the pre (blue), during (red) and post (yellow) conditions are shown. In this neuron 1 mA 

TN-DCS causes an increase in the STA which remains present after TN-DCS was switched off. Similarly, 

TN-DCS appears to cause an increase the SFC in the theta and gamma bands.  For each individual 

neuron, we computed the STA and SFC using the LFPs recorded on all 32 electrodes spanning the 

different hippocampal layers. Fig. 4B shows the SFC (coherence encoded as color, frequency x-axis) 

across all 32 electrodes (y-axis) for the same neuron as in panel A. Here, we observe that the coherence 

between this neuron (location  indicated by the grey line) and the LFP is higher on some electrodes 

and lower on others. 
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Because the gamma and theta bands are critical in hippocampal memory encoding [33, 35, 36] we 

focused on the STA and SFC in these two bands. For each neuron, we picked the neuron-electrode pair 

that showed the highest value for each of the four metrics (either STA theta, STA gamma, SFC theta or 

SFC gamma) in the during condition for further analysis. For this neuron-electrode pair, we then 

quantified differences in the pre, during and post conditions using linear mixed models. We then 

performed post-hoc testing (Wilcoxon signed-rank) when a significant main-effect was detected. The 

results are shown in Fig 4C (n=6 rats, n=100 neuron-electrode pairs for STA, n=91 neuron-electrode 

pairs for SFC). We found that STA theta power significantly increased during 1 mA TN-DCS (for full 

linear model results see Supplementary - FStat=9.40, p<0.001; post-hoc pre-during z=7.35, p<0.001, 

Cohen’s d=0.40), it then decreased in the post condition (during-post z=3.37, p<0.002, Cohen’s d=0.10) 

but still remained higher than in the pre condition (pre-post z=3.52 p=0.001, Cohen’s d=0.26). However, 

no significant effect of 1 mA TN-DCS on STA gamma power was found (FStat=0.84, p<0.434). We found 

that TN-DCS caused a significant increase SFC in the theta band (FStat=6.67, p=0.001; post-hoc pre-

during z=4.43, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.13) and on SFC in the gamma band (FStat=6.28, p<0.002; post-

hoc pre-during z=3.38, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.01). SFC theta and SFC gamma then decreased in the post 

condition (theta during-post z=4.23, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.16, gamma during-post z=4.66, p<0.001, 

Cohen’s d=0.10).   

To investigate a potential role of the LC-noradrenergic pathway in mediating the observed effects of 

TN-DCS on STA and SFC we now repeated this experiment and analysis after injection of clonidine. The 

results are shown in Fig. 4D (n=5 rats, n=48 neuron-electrode pairs for STA, n=39 neuron-electrode 

pairs for SFC). After injection of clonidine we found no effects of 1mA TN-DCS on either STA theta 

power (FStat=0.22, p=0.80) or STA gamma power (FStat=1.68,p=0.19), nor did we observe an effect of 

1mA TN-DCS on either SFC in the theta band (FStat=1.75,p=0.18) or the SFC in the gamma band 

(FStat=0.47,p=0.63).   

 

Discussion  
In a standard tDCS montage the supraorbital electrode will pass current through the skin on the 

forehead, thus stimulating the trigeminal nerve. We hypothesized that 1) DC stimulation of the 

trigeminal nerve could modulate hippocampal activity and 2) this modulation occurs via an LC-

noradrenergic pathway. In this study, we tested these hypotheses using a rat model. Firstly, we showed 

that there is a functional pathway from the trigeminal nerve to hippocampus which can modulate 

neural activity. Secondly, we used a blocker experiment to show this modulation appears to depend 

on the LC-noradrenergic pathway. More specifically, we found that 1mA TN-DCS caused significant 

increases in hippocampal spike-rate while 0.25 mA TN-DCS did not. Moreover, the effect of 1mA TN-

DCS on hippocampal spike-rate persisted for up to 45 minutes. Blocking the TN via xylocaine injection 

prevented the hippocampal response to TN-DCS, indicating the observed effects were directly caused 

by TN stimulation. Blocking the LC-noradrenergic pathway via i.p. injection of clonidine [42] also 

prevented the response, indicating the LC-noradrenergic pathway may play a central role in mediating 

this response. Additionally, TN-DCS increased hippocampal SFC in both the theta and gamma bands 

and STA power in the theta band. These results support the hypothesis that TN-DCS can modulate 

hippocampal neural circuits that underly learning and memory processes.  

tDCS subjects often experience a tingling or itching sensation due to the involvement of the thalamic 

pathway to the sensory cortex [21]. This sensation arises from the activation of sensory fibers in the 

scalp's trigeminal and occipital nerves [15] indicating that cranial and cervical nerves are activated 

during tDCS. However, the potential neuromodulatory role of this bottom-up pathway is only now 
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beginning to be studied. Vanneste et al. [17, 31, 32] linked tDCS effects on memory to stimulation of 

the greater occipital nerve thereby pointing to the LC-noradrenergic pathway. We aimed to further 

explore this bottom-up pathway and have recently shown TN-DCS directly activates the trigeminal 

nuclei [49]. These nuclei project to several other brainstem nuclei including the LC which plays a central 

role in controlling noradrenaline release in several brain regions, including the hippocampus [23]. In 

this study we further elucidate this bottom-up pathway by being the first group to show that TN-DCS 

directly modulates neural activity in the hippocampus. Indeed, our results showed that TN-DCS leads 

to increased spike-rates in the hippocampus, in addition to an increase in SFC in frequency bands which 

are relevant for hippocampal memory formation [33].  

Xylocaine blockade experiments 

We tested whether TN-DCS effects could have been mediated through volume conduction to the 

hippocampus by inactivating the trigeminal nerve using xylocaine [49, 50]. After TN blockade, we 

observed no hippocampal response to 1mA TN-DCS. Thus, these findings support the hypothesis that 

the observed effects in the hippocampus were caused by TN stimulation rather than volume 

conduction. 

Clonidine blockade experiments 

We tested the hypothesis that the effects of TN-DCS on hippocampal activity are mediated by the LC-

noradrenergic pathway by injecting the α-2 adrenergic agonist clonidine which specifically blocks LC 

activity [42, 48]. We observed no significant changes in spike-rate nor in SFC during 1 mA TN-DCS. Thus, 

our results support a role for the LC-noradrenergic pathway as a viable player in the TN-DCS bottom-

up neuromodulation pathway. However, our experiments did not completely rule out the involvement 

of other potential pathways such as the nucleus of the solitary tract, raphe nuclei, and their projections 

to hippocampus or thalamic and somatosensory cortex input to CA1 [21, 23]. We also cannot rule out 

the potential inhibitory effects of clonidine working directly on α-2 adrenergic receptors in the 

hippocampus. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no evidence that clonidine 

directly inhibits hippocampal activity. Indeed, our own data show that hippocampal spike-rate remains 

similar even after injection of clonidine (pre spike-rate in Fig. 1B and Fig. 2B are similar). On the other 

hand many studies have shown that clonidine and other α-2 adrenergic receptor antagonists directly 

suppress LC activity [51, 52]. Finally, we believe more experiments are needed to fully understand this 

complex pathway. 

STA and SFC analysis 

In our STA and SFC analysis we focused on the theta and gamma bands as they play a central role in 

hippocampal memory formation [33, 36, 53]. Our results showed that both STA and SFC in the theta 

band increased during TN-DCS stimulation and decreased after stimulation. Theta oscillations play a 

significant role in cognitive processes, particularly in the encoding and retrieval of episodic and spatial 

memories [54]. Additionally, we also observed an increase in SFC gamma band during TN-DCS , which 

returned to baseline after stimulation was switched off. Gamma oscillations in the hippocampus also 

play a significant role in driving spike-timing-dependent plasticity and for the formation of coherent 

and integrated memories [53, 55]. However, any effect of TN-DCS on gamma band in the STA did not 

reach significance. This may be because the STA is an averaging method dominated by the largest 

amplitude fluctuations in the LFP, and theta oscillations have a larger amplitude than gamma because 

of 1/f LFP scaling. The SFC analysis is conducted in the frequency domain meaning it meaning it may 

be less dominated by larger amplitude, lower frequency LFPs. Interestingly, no effects of TN-DCS on 

the STA and SFC were present when a clonidine blocker was used, again suggesting that LC-
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noradrenergic projections could play a key role in controlling important hippocampal memory circuits 

[27, 56]. 

TN-DCS effect sizes 

Most studies using tDCS on human participants tend to report small effect sizes [57–59]. Interestingly, 

we observed that the Cohen’s d effect sizes of TN-DCS on hippocampal activity ranged between 0.19 

and 0.53, with the mean being 0.26. These are considers to be small effect sizes [60]. Thus, the effect 

sizes expected from the TN-DCS bottom-up pathway found in our study are consistent with the typical 

effect sizes observed in human tDCS studies. 

Conclusion 

Recent evidence suggests that tDCS memory effects may be caused via a bottom-up pathway in which 

nerves in the scalp are stimulated [17, 61] and not via the electric field in the brain as is generally 

assumed. Our results show that DC stimulation of the TN does affect hippocampal activity in a rat 

model and thus provide a neural basis to support the bottom-up pathway. Thus, TN-DCS emerges as a 

potent tool for memory manipulation which could hold promise for cognitive interventions. However, 

it is important to note that our work focused on illuminating the tDCS bottom-up pathway and did not 

rule out a role for the electric field in the brain in humans tDCS studies. Further studies will be needed 

to fully disentangle both of these tDCS mechanisms.   
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Figure 1. Immediate effects of trigeminal nerve direct current stimulation effects on hippocampal spike-rate 

A. Left panel shows histological verification of electrode track traversing different hippocampal layers. Middle panel shows 

multi-unit activity (MUA) across hippocampal layers in the pre (blue), during (red) and post (yellow) conditions. The peaks in 

MUA correspond with the CA1, CA3 and DG layers visible in the histology. Right panel shows example single-unit recordings 

from a putative CA1 and DG neuron showing spike-rate across time. The CA1 neuron spike-rate increases during 1 mA TN-DCS 

(grey box) and continues to rise after TN-DCS is switched off. In contrast, spike-rate of the DG neuron showed little to no 

change during TN-DCS. 

B. Spike-rate for all neurons (CA1, CA3 and DG) during 0.25mA (n=87) and 1mA (n=100) TN-DCS. Left panels show average 

spike-rate (green lines) with confidence intervals (grey box). Middle panels show mean spike-rate in the pre, during and post 

conditions. 1 mA TN-DCS caused a significant increase in spike-rate (p values: Pre-Dur: 0.007, Post-Dur: 0.417, Pre-Post: 
p<0.001), but 0.25 mA TN-DCS did not. The right panels shows the pre versus during spike rate for all neurons. Note for 1 mA 

TN-DCS there are more points are above the diagonal which is not the case for 0.25 mA TN-DCS. 

 C. A similar analysis for the same neurons in B but now divided into groups based on hippocampal layer (CA1, CA3 and DG). 

1mA TN-DCS increase spike rate in CA1 (29 neuron) and CA3 (24 neuron). 0.25mA stimulation had no effect on spike rate in any 

layer. 1mA TN-DCS caused spike rate in CA1 and CA3 to increase in the during and post condition (CA1 neurons, p values: Pre-

Dur: 0.028, Pre-Post: 0.010, Dur-Post: 1.328  ;  CA3 neurons, p values: Pre-Dur: 0.874 , Pre-Post: 0.039 , Dur-Post: 0.215 ). There 

was no effect of 1 mA TN-DCS on DG neurons. For 1mA, putative CA1 and CA3 layer more points are above the diagonal which 

is not the case for 1mA TN-DCS in DG layer, 0.25 mA TN-DCS in putative CA1, CA3 and DG layer. Conditions with a significant 

difference a indicated with an *. 
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Figure 2. Xylocaine and clonidine blockage experiments  

Xylocaine: After trigeminal nerve blockage 1 mA TN-DCS has no effect on hippocampal spike-rate. 

Upper panel shows average spike-rate over time (green line) and 95% confidence intervals (grey). 

Middle panel shows mean spike rate in the pre, during and post conditions. There was no 

significant effect of condition. Bottom panel shows pre versus during spike rate for all neurons.  

Clonidine: After clonidine injection1 mA TN-DCS has no effect on hippocampal spike-rate. Same 

convention as xylocaine data. Again, no significant effect of condition was observed. 
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Figure 3. Long-term effects of trigeminal nerve direct current stimulation on hippocampal spike-rate 

1 mA TN-DCS caused a sustained increase in spike-rate lasting up to 45 minutes (88 neurons) before returning to spike-

rates similar to the pre-condition. Conditions with a significant difference a indicated with an *.  
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Figure 4. Trigeminal nerve direct current stimulation effects on spike-triggered average and spike-field coherence  

A. Individual example of STA and SFC for one single neuron recorded from CA3 (at -3500 µm depth). The two left most panels 

show STA and SFC calculated using the LFP recorded on the same channel as the neuron, while the two right most panels  show 

STA and SFC calculated using the LFP recorded on a different channel. In this example 1 mA TN-DCS causes an increase in both 

the STA and SFC in the during (red) condition compared to the pre (blue). The effect persists after TN-DCS is switched off (yellow). 

B. Individual example of spike-field coherence for one single neuron across LFPs on all 32 electrodes. During stimulation 

coherence between a CA3 neuron (grey horizontal line) and LFPs on some channels increased among theta to delta band and 

gamma band (middle panel). After stimulation (right panel), this coherence decreased. Notice how coherence between this CA1 

neuron and DG fields was largest before and after stimulation and extended into the theta range.  

C. At the group level (100 neurons) spike trigger average (STA) in theta band increased during stimulation as compared to the 

pre-condition (post-hoc z=7.35, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.40), after stimulation STA decreased as compare to the during condition 

(during-post z=3.37, p<0.002, Cohen’s d=0.10 ) but was still higher than the pre-condition (pre-post z=3.52 p=0.001, Cohen’s 

d=0.26) . At the group level (91 neuron) spike-field coherence (SFC) increased in the theta band (post-hoc pre-during z=4.43, 

p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.13) and in the gamma band (post-hoc pre-during z=3.38, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.01). SFC theta and SFC 

gamma then decreased in the post condition (theta during-post z=4.23, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.16, gamma during-post z=4.66, 

p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.10). 

D. STA and SFC in clonidine blockade experiment (n=48 neurons for STA, n=39 neurons for SFC). After injection of clonidine there 

was no effects of 1mA TN-DCS on either STA theta power (p=0.80) or STA gamma power (p=0.19), nor did we observe an effect of 

1mA TN-DCS on either SFC in the theta band (p=0.18) or the SFC in the gamma band (p=0.63).   
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